Abstract -This paper presents a general method for obtaining the exact power spectra of generic time hopping modulated signals. Based on a point process approach, it provides simpler proofs for existing results and a powerful rigorous and at the same time systematic tool for computing the spectra of more complex time-hopping models. Spectrum formula are easy to understand and the contribution of each component of the model appears explicitly.
General pulse position time-hopping (th) signals are modeled as follows [2] s (t) =
where -{An} and {Bn}, n ∈ , are independent sequences of random variables that implement, respectively, pulse amplitude and pulse position modulation. {An}, n ∈ may also model pulse losses in the transmission;
-{cn}, n ∈ , is a deterministic periodic sequence, with period Lc, i.e. cn = cn+L c .
-{Θn}, n ∈ , is a sequence of random variables, independent of {An}, and {Bn}, n ∈ , that models the system clock jitter.
The time-hopping signal (1) is a shot noise with random excitation with filtering function given by w (t − bT b − θ) and underlying point process Tn = nT + cnTc + U = nLcT + 1 Partially supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation under grant 21-65187.01. P Lc−1 l=0 (lT + c l Tc) + U where U is a [0, LcT ]-uniformly distributed random variable that guarantees the stationarity of the process. Then, the spectral "pseudo" density of a timehopping signal can be computed using the results on the spectrum of a shot noise with random excitation [5, 6] , and is given by
where ϕY denotes the characteristic function of the random variable Y , and CY its covariance.
The above formula is easily generalized to take into account additional random events: this allows for various extensions of published results.
